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An Overview



We’re not taking AC to the industry- we’re taking the industry to AC.

Control Houses

We offer state-of-the-art driller’s cabins for the AC 
powered rig, designing each one based on individual 
customer needs.  Customers can either give us cabin 
specifications or rig specifications and we will design 
and build a cabin that is ideal for the situation. om-
ron control houses form the center of rig intelligence 
by regulating and controlling all electrically actuated 
drilling equipment.

 

sCr/VFD Houses

omron sCr and VFD houses are manufactured in stan-
dard models that can easily fit most land rigs.  We can 
also custom design the house to fit any unique rig 
style or configuration.  Omron SCR and VFD houses are 
designed with lock out/tag out systems that meet or 
exceed industry safety standards.

 

engine generAtor Control systems 

omron manufactures a top end line of precision en-
gine-generator controls that will control and optimize 
generator system performance for any oilfield applica-
tion.  A combination of high system functionality and 
low installation cost, omron control systems provide 
high performance and reliability whether you’re look-
ing for prime or back-up power.

Omron Oilfield & Marine is a leading provider of AC and DC drive systems and custom con-
trol systems for oil and gas and related industries. the company has achieved a leadership 
position in the marketplace based on products that are both innovative and field proven.

AC Technology has been used by Omron Oilfield & Marine for more than 20 years. During this 
time we have taken technology from other industries and successfully transferred it to the 
oil and gas marketplace. this has played a key role in the company’s success, allowing us 
to deploy hundreds of AC drive systems, almost 10 times the installed base of our closest 
competitor. We were also the first company to equip an all AC land rig and the first to deploy 
such rigs in volume.

Omron Oilfield & Marine is a subsidiary of Omron Corporation, a multi-national organization 
involved in industrial automation, electronic components, automotive electronics, social 
systems and healthcare, providing a variety of state-of-the-art electronics products. omron 
is a dynamic service organization with a unique focus on responding to increasingly diversi-
fied and intricate customer requirements.

A commitment to service characterizes Omron Oilfield & Marine.  We have 24 hour world-
wide parts and service network and one of the most comprehensive training programs 
anywhere. As a result, we are the provider of choice in the industries we serve.

Omron Oilfield & Marine operates in more than 20 countries. The company serves both the 
land and offshore drilling markets in oil and gas areas worldwide.

Omron Oilfield & Marine offers a sophisticated line of electronic products backed by years 
of research and development.  these products include:

AC DriVes

this product’s performance has allowed us to capture 
over 50 percent of the market on new-build AC land 
rigs.  the compact three phase modular design en-
ables continued operation at reduced horsepower and 
its rugged oilfield construction has a 28 year mean-
time between failure rate. 
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